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FADE IN:

EXT. STELLA’S VOLVO - AFTERNOON

A maroon Volvo, a Y2K clunker, cruises down a suburban 
street. It’s got  a dent overlapping the back-right door.

INT. STELLA’S VOLVO 

CLIFF BARNET(11) sits on the hump and over the backseat. 
Short, light hair, a small kid. Wearing a Dallas Cowboys 
shirt.

In the rear facing seats are a boy and a girl, Leo 
GREGORY(11) and JUNE GREGORY(11). Leo wears all denim. June 
has nerdy glasses. Backpacks sit at their feet. 

They’re huddled over a WALKMAN and some headphones on max 
volume. 

Cliff leans in to try and hear. A 2000’s garage rock song. It 
sounds tinny through the weak over-ear headphones. The car 
radio purrs under it. An advertisement plays.

In the front seat, STELLA BARNET (30s) listens to someone on 
the phone. A put together mom. She nods her head.

STELLA
Yeah. I’m not sure about HIS tax 
forms -- Mitch doesn’t exactly keep 
me in the loop about that.

HARRISON BARNET(14) rides in the passenger seat. Short hair, 
pimples. Perpetually bored or angry. In other words, a 
typical 14 year old boy. He wears a scowl.

Cliff nods his head to the music in the back.

CLIFF
This is their new album?

Leo grins. He looks up at Cliff. 

LEO
Room on Fire. Fresh off the press. 
Might be better than their first 
one -

CLIFF
No way. 



LEO
That’s just what I’ve heard -

CLIFF
From who? The weird guy at the 
record store? He’s barely older 
than Harrison. 

June taps along to the beat on two unsharpened pencils, 
hitting them against her backpack like drumsticks. She 
mumbles when she talks.

JUNE
You haven’t heard it yet, Cliff. 

He shakes his head.

CLIFF
Their first album -- how do you top 
that? 

Leo smirks. 

LEO
Well come over then. Got something 
else to show you, too. 

Music starts on the radio. Faintly -- a driving guitar riff. 

LEO (CONT’D)
Wait --

CLIFF
Leo? 

LEO
This is it. This is it. On the 
radio. Cliff, turn it up. 

Cliff lunges through the gap between the two front seats and 
REACHES for the volume knob. He turns radio up loud. 

Through the speakers, ‘THE WAY IT IS’ by The Strokes blares.

Stella SWERVES the car. DROPS her flip phone into her lap. 

STELLA
Cliff!

She turns the radio down. Glares back at him. Turns back to 
the road. SWERVES again to avoid sideswiping a parked car. 

She picks up the phone and puts it to her ear.
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STELLA (CONT’D)
Sorry, sorry -- Yeah. Yeah, I get 
that. He’ll probably get the house 
which leaves me with... Actually --

Harrison GLARES back at Cliff. He PUNCHES Cliff on the knee.

Stella pulls the phone towards her neck. 

STELLA (CONT’D)
Harrison -- DON’T you hit your 
brother!

Harrison stares at Cliff. Cliff rubs his bruised leg and 
STARES back. 

Cliff sticks his tongue out at Harrison.

He leans back over to the backseat. 

CLIFF
Sorry, I guess my mom is on the 
phone with that lawyer --

LEO
That’s so cool -- they’re on the 
radio!

JUNE
Totally cool.

Leo presses PLAY on the CD player. They listen to a miniature 
version of the same Strokes album, 2003’s ROOM ON FIRE. 

The station wagon pulls to a stop. 

EXT. BARNET HOME - DRIVEWAY

The kids spill out of the back of the Volvo. They swing their 
backpacks over their shoulders and run to the house next 
door. 

A beat up grey truck sits in the driveway.

Stella is still on the phone. She shuts the car door and 
looks over to Cliff running inside the neighbor’s house. She 
presses the phone to her neck.

STELLA
(raised voice, to Cliff)

Practice is at 6 -- so if you want 
to eat before you better come back 
home.
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Cliff flashes her a thumbs up.

STELLA (CONT’D)
I’ve gotta go. I’m just about 
inside, and Mitch is back from 
work. 

INT. GREGORY HOME - LEO’S ROOM.

Rock and roll memorabilia sits on the walls. Leo leads the 
way in and sets his backpack down. He plugs the CD player in 
and ‘THE WAY IT IS’ plays through them. 

Leo crouches and peaks under his bed. 

Cliff throws his backpack on the floor. He turns to June

CLIFF
It does sound better when its loud.

She nods. 

LEO
Wait till you feast your eyes on 
THIS --

Leo pulls an ELECTRIC GUITAR from beneath the bed. 

CLIFF
No WAY! Where did you -

Leo plugs it into a small amp. He strums an open chord.

LEO
No time for questions - check this -

Leo begins to PLAY ALONG with the track. His rhythm is 
questionable -- but he’s PLAYING the GUITAR!

Cliff watches, wide-eyed. 

SPEAKERS
(song lyrics)

That’s the way it is!

EXT. BARNET/GREGORY HOME

The music pulses.

TITLE - NOT GOOD ENOUGH

Then, the music cuts out. A sudden cut, and the 
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FIVE YEARS LATER

A sudden cut. Silence. It’s early fall, and both houses are a 
little dirtier. The Barnet house has long grass in the yard. 
No cars are out front except a crappy blue PT CRUISER in 
front of the Gregory house.

There’s a rumble of a guitar and drums echoing through the 
Gregory house. 

INT. GREGORY HOME - JUNE’S ROOM

Inside, JUNE (16), bangs and thick framed glasses, and LEO 
(16), shaggy hair, are jamming. 

June lays out a steady beat on the drum set. A science 
textbook is set over the kit. She easily completes both 
tasks. 

Leo sits on the bed, extreme focus. He’s playing a complex 
guitar riff - and going off on small musical tangents. His 
right leg is outstretched -- he hits bass notes on an 
electric piano with his toes. 

He stops playing. Stares at the ground.

LEO
Stop.

June stops.

JUNE
We sounded good. 

Leo looks up at her. 

LEO
It’s not going to be enough. We 
need a singer if we want to be 
taken seriously.

June sighs. Rolls her eyes.

JUNE
Well I’m not doing it. 

EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD - DAY

Close on CLIFF’s (16) face. He’s massive, now, and looks even 
bigger in full pads. His practice jersey has the the number 
‘55’ printed on it. 
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He’s sweaty. Underneath a football helmet his hair nears his 
face, Bieber-esque. Cliff grimaces.

COACH
Hit it harder, 55!

Small town Texas. Football is king. It’s about as hot as it 
gets on a September afternoon.

A sea of football players in white practice jerseys have made 
a circle that’s empty in the middle, apart from Cliff in full 
pads, a tackling dummy, and COACH. The rest of the players 
watch with their helmets off. This is a performance. 

COACH DUANE CLARK (40s) is a jerk. Potbelly. Starting to 
bald, high waisted shorts. Wears a single State Championship 
ring over his wedding band.

Cliff hesitates, then charges into the dummy. 

COACH (CONT’D)
Again!

Cliff gets up, visibly frustrated, and returns to his 
starting position. Tackles again. This routine continues as 
Coach berates Cliff.

COACH (CONT’D)
Barnet, do you care about this 
team? Do you care about the 
Bobcats?

Cliff nods, tackles the dummy again.

COACH (CONT’D)
Really? You do?

Cliff gets back in position.

COACH (CONT’D)
I never had to ask your brother 
this question. 

Cliff hits the dummy. His assaults are gaining power and 
losing form.

COACH (CONT’D)
Because Harrison never missed his 
tackles. 

Cliff goes back to position. Hands on knees, panting. He 
looks up at Coach. Stares daggers. 
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COACH (CONT’D)
Barnet, we’re not losing another 
game because of you. I’ll tell you 
that.

Cliff hits the dummy again.

INT. LOCKER ROOM - DAY

Cliff sits at his locker, tying his shoes. He’s out of his 
pads. ‘Valley High Football’ t-shirt. Thousand-yard stare. 
Another player sits next to him. Tall, golden boy, 
quarterback. Everyone’s friend, and the team captain. This is 
ALLEN BRADSHAW (17). 

ALLEN
Rough weekend, huh.

Cliff scowls. 

ALLEN (CONT’D)
It’s not your fault, man. We 
should’ve put the defense in a 
better position. It shouldn’t have 
been close --

CLIFF
Allen. It’s fine. I won’t mess up 
again. 

ALLEN
No, man. Coach won’t tell you -- 
that’s just the way that he is -- 
but we need you. 

Cliff yanks his bag out of the locker.

CLIFF
You think so?

Allen nods.

ALLEN
Look, Harrison was great last year. 
He led us to State and --

CLIFF
I was there.

ALLEN
And he’s doing great at Tech --
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CLIFF
So I’ve heard.

ALLEN
But Cliff, you might be even 
better. 

Cliff raises his eyebrows. Doubtful.

ALLEN (CONT’D)
I mean it, man. I think you could 
play somewhere big. Coach said 
scouts have contacted him.

Cliff slams the locker shut. 

ALLEN (CONT’D)
Cliff... I heard about Tori. 

CLIFF
Allen, stop.

ALLEN
That sucks. It really does.

CLIFF
I know.

ALLEN
But hey -- more time to focus on 
State! 

Cliff heads for the exit.

CLIFF
(are you serious)

Ok, Allen. 

ALLEN
(to Cliff’s back)

C’mon, man, go Bobcats!

CLIFF
(under his breath)

What the hell is a bobcat?

EXT. BARNET HOME - SUNSET

Cliff walks home. He passes by a green house. Music is 
playing from the house next door. It’s rough. Live. It’s the 
guitar riff to The Strokes’ ‘IS THIS IT’. Cliff walks into 
his house. There are no cars in the driveway. The lawn is 
overgrown and the flowers are dying.
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INT. BARNET HOME

Cliff walks up the stairs. No one else is home. The house is 
a mess. Beer bottles and microwave meals sit on the kitchen 
table. 

‘IS THIS IT’ is still audible from next door. 

Cliff walks into his room. The walls are lined with trophies, 
banners, photos. Relics of championships gone by. Go Bobcats. 
Football, soccer, baseball, basketball -- even a roller 
skating trophy. A few familiar faces are in all the photos -- 
We notice Allen and Cliff together in some, and many feature 
Cliff and a boy who stands about a head taller as young kids. 
This is his brother, HARRISON.

There are some pictures of Cliff and Leo as 

Finally, he comes to a picture of him and a girl. This is 
TORI. She’s pretty. Hipper than the cheerleader type you’d 
expect. Cliff looks happy in the photo. 

Sitting underneath the photo are some CDs. The Strokes’ first 
album - ‘IS THIS IT’. Clearly the only CD Cliff owns.

He puts it in the small Walkman 

The music ramps up. Cliff has a note of recognition and 
begins to sing along. 

CLIFF
Dear can’t you see...

He flops onto the bed. Stares straight up.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
It’s them it’s not me...

He rolls over. Looks at the football pictures on the wall. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
We’re not enemies, we just 
disagree...

Cliff gets up from the bed. Starts ripping photos, 
paraphernalia from the walls. There’s a photo of him and 
Harrison as boys in pads. A massive plastic trophy sits on a 
shelf. Cliff grabs it. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
If I was like him, all dissing his 
pa...
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He walks over to a photo of him and a girl. Big eyes, braided 
brown hair. They’re wearing formal clothes, like a picture 
from a school dance. 

He takes the photo in his hand.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
He changes his mind, says I went 
too far...

Cliff CRUSHES the photo in his hand.

EXT. BARNET HOME BACKYARD - SUNSET

Cliff walks outside into the backyard.

CLIFF
We all disagree, I think we should 
disagree...

 Sets some wood into the fire pit. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Is this it?

INT. GREGORY HOME JUNE’S ROOM

June notices Cliff in the backyard from her window. 

JUNE
(without missing a beat)

Leo, check this out.

EXT. BARNET HOME BACKYARD - SUNSET

Cliff pours lighter fluid and lights a match

CLIFF
Is this it?

In one motion, he picks up the photos and throws them into 
the fire pit. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Is this... it?

There’s a beat as Cliff watches the photos burn. June and 
Leo’s music pulses from the house.
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CLIFF (CONT’D)
(blood curdling, punk 
rock)

AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Cliff FLAILS HIS ARMS in rage.

INT. GREGORY HOME JUNE’S ROOM

Leo is standing over the drum set. He’s stopped playing 
guitar. Jaw dropped. 

LEO
He’s amazing.

June looks up at her brother. 

Through the window, we see Cliff TEAR HIS SHIRT OFF and throw 
it in the fire. Screaming. 

LEO (CONT’D)
We need him.

EXT. BARNET HOME BACKYARD - SUNSET

Cliff continues to thrash about. Then, he notices that the 
guitar has stopped. The song on the walkman has stopped. The 
music from the Gregory’s house isn’t playing.

Cliff looks up. Sees June and Leo on the second floor, 
staring at him. Deer in the headlights. 

Cliff RUNS INSIDE like an ashamed child.

TITLE - TUESDAY

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - HALLS

Cliff is walking to class. Flanking Allen and other football 
players. People make way for the top dogs. The principal is 
on the intercom.

PRINCIPAL
Get excited for the FIRST HOME GAME 
this Friday as our Bobcats look to 
take their first victory...

Leo stands on the sides of the hall, back against a locker. 
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PRINCIPAL (CONT’D)
And don’t forget the Annual Valley 
Rally, right after the game in the 
cafeteria!

Leo and Cliff make eye contact. Leo winks at Cliff.

PRINCIPAL (CONT’D)
Student band signs ups are in the 
band hall!

Cliff doubles back in surprise, then tries to regain his 
composure.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - BAND HALL

June stands in line, sandwiched between Ralph, a guy with jet 
black hair and earrings, and DENISE, a band dweeb. Denise 
leans forward. 

June has two pencils in hand. She hits them against each 
other in a complex, perfect rhythm. 

DENISE
So you and Leo are playing?

June nods. 

DENISE (CONT’D)
Who’s singing? I know it’s not you 
or Leo. He wouldn’t be able to open 
his MOUTH on stage.

Denise laughs at her own joke. 

JUNE
I think Cliff Barnet is gonna sing.

Denise reels backward. Ralph doesn’t try to stifle his laugh.

RALPH
Good one.

June shrugs. 

JUNE
He’s pretty good.

RALPH
I’ll believe that jockstrap is 
singing when I see it.
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June shrugs again. Ralph turns back to the line. June hits 
her pencils against each other, mouthing --

JUNE
(mouthing)

1, 2, 3, 4!

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - HOME EC ROOM

Cliff is surrounded by Allen, football players (EDDIE, KYLE) 
in Home Economics class. They’re sewing patches for their 
letterman jackets. Surprisingly, they’re taking this pretty 
seriously. Cliff picks at his patch. It’s looking pretty 
lackluster. 

EDDIE
I think we for sure have a chance 
at State --

KYLE
Dude, we just lost. 

EDDIE
Yeah, but --

ALLEN
Eddie, you’re right.

Jared quiets down out of respect. Eddie is surprised. He’s 
not usually right. 

ALLEN (CONT’D)
We’re one game back. We just have 
to win Friday, and we’ll be back in 
it. 

KYLE
(scowl)

If we CAN win a game.

Cliff stands up. 

ALLEN
Cliff?

CLIFF
(sickly)

Bathroom.

He leaves the room.
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INT. HIGH SCHOOL - HALLS

Cliff briskly walks towards the bathroom. 

LEO
Cliff.

Cliff turns, surprised, to look behind him. Leo is standing 
next to the door to the Home Ec class. 

LEO (CONT’D)
I’m gonna say it straight up. Join 
my band. 

CLIFF
What?

LEO
Band. We need a singer. June and I 
are already signed up for the 
Valley Rally, this Friday. You in?

CLIFF
What? I don’t know the first thing 
about --

LEO
We both know you have something. 

CLIFF
I don’t know what you’re talking 
about. Besides, I’m on the team and 
they’re counting... I don’t know 
why I’m explaining this to you. 

LEO
I think you want to do it.

Cliff looks at him. A beat. Turns and starts to walk again. 
Leo walks behind him. 

CLIFF
Nope.

LEO
I know you’re sick of that football 
shit, man. And I get it. Totally 
cruel and unusual punishment. Help 
me out. Your oldest friend. You 
might even have fun.

CLIFF
We used to be friends. I barely see 
you anymore.
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LEO
And whose fault is that? 

Cliff shakes his head. 

CLIFF
Why would you want me --

LEO
Dude, I’ve heard you SCREAM. You’re 
exactly what we need. 

CLIFF
We?

LEO
Me. You. June. Come on. For old 
times sake. Old friends. You still 
listening to the Strokes? Same 
stuff. 

CLIFF
Yeah. Old friends. 

Cliff looks back at Leo. Shakes his head again. Keeps 
walkings, right into the men’s bathroom. 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - MEN’S BATHROOM.

Leo follows Cliff inside. 

LEO
Also...

Cliff goes straight to the handicap stall. Locks the door 
behind him. 

Leo speaks over the barrier. 

LEO (CONT’D)
I heard about you and Tori.

Cliff leans over the toilet and breathes deeply.

LEO (CONT’D)
That sucks and all. But maybe you 
weren’t her type. Ever think about 
that? 

Cliff turns back to face Leo, staring daggers. 

LEO (CONT’D)
Maybe she’s into punk guys, man. 
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Cliff keeps staring. Beat. 

The he turns back towards the bowl and VOMITS.

LEO (CONT’D)
Are you ok man?

CLIFF
It’s a thing. Nerves.

Leo shifts in place uncomfortably. Then refocuses. 

LEO
Yuck. Clean yourself up and ditch 
with me. Let’s jam. 

Leo leaves Cliff as he kneels above the toilet bowl. 

Cliff finally gets to his feet hobbles out of the stall. He 
catches himself on the counter and looks at his reflection in 
the grimy, public school mirror. 

He looks awful. He walks out. 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - HALLWAYS

Staggering, Cliff walks out of the bathroom. Right outside 
the door, leaning against the wall, is Leo. 

LEO
Feeling better?

Cliff stares at him.

Cliff walks back towards the classroom. Leo follows.

LEO (CONT’D)
Ready when you are.

CLIFF
I’m not going with you.

As he approaches, Cliff stops at the door. He pauses and 
looks through the small window. The door is cracked so Cliff 
can hear inside.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - HOME EC ROOM

Allen, Eddie and Kyle are sitting at the table. Eddie picks 
at his patch.
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EDDIE
-- but I don’t think he’s gonna 
make it through the year.

ALLEN
Eddie --

KYLE
Dude, Cliff just sucks. No way I’m 
counting on THAT guy. Not like 
Harrison, man.

EDDIE
Hard to believe they’re even 
brothers.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - HALLWAYS

Cliff turns away from the door. He walks past Leo. 

CLIFF
Let’s get the hell out of here. 

Leo grins, pleased with himself. Follows. 

The two make their way towards the exit. 

The bell rings. Students flood into the hallway. One of them 
is Allen. He sees Cliff heading for the door.

ALLEN
Cliff? Where are you going?

Maybe Cliff doesn’t hear Allen calling over the noise of the 
crowd. Or maybe he just ignores him.

Either way, he doesn’t look back.

END ACT 1

EXT. GREGORY HOME 

Tuesday afternoon. A car is pulled into the driveway. The 
instrumental intro to ‘LAST NITE’ by The Strokes blares from 
the second story window.
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INT. GREGORY HOME JUNE'S ROOM

Back in June’s room. Leo is sitting on the bed, crouching 
tiger, hands working the guitar, toes on the keyboard. He 
STRUMS the opening chords to ‘LAST NITE’

Leo looks up at Cliff. Cliff stands awkwardly and taps his 
thigh off-rhythm. He belts out.

CLIFF
Last nigh--

Leo stops, and the music with it.

LEO
Nope. 

CLIFF
I started when you said --

LEO
You start on the first beat, not 
halfway between the second and 
third.

CLIFF
I don’t even know what that means. 

LEO
You have to come in on the C, not 
the F.

Cliff rolls his eyes. Leo looks down at the neck of his 
guitar and fingers the strings.

LEO (CONT’D)
Start again, from the --

CLIFF
You know what? No. 

Leo looks up at Cliff, bewildered that anyone could disagree 
with him.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
No. This sucks. I’m done. 

LEO
Are you serious? We just started.

CLIFF
We’ve been here for two hours. And 
you keep starting and stopping --
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LEO
Yeah, because you can’t hit a note 
or come in on time, and it doesn’t 
help that you refuse to sing 
anything that’s not by The Strokes--

CLIFF
They’re a great punk band. 

LEO
The Strokes are not punk, man. 
They’re just the only band you 
know.

CLIFF
Okay, so what? What did you expect? 
Why can’t you just do this without 
me? 

LEO
We need someone to sing.

CLIFF
Why can’t you do it? You seem to 
know just about everything. 

LEO
I -- there’s no way I’m singing. I 
can’t. But you --

CLIFF
I’ve never done this before --

Leo takes a breath to calm himself. 

LEO
Cliff. June and I saw you 
yesterday. You’ve got something, 
and I can teach you --

CLIFF
You could teach me if I was already 
perfect.

LEO
I could teach you if you were at 
all willing to be taught and if you 
weren’t completely tone deaf --

CLIFF
Screw that, this sucks. I’m going 
home. 
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Cliff walks out the door. Leo sets aside the guitar and 
hurries after him. On the way off the bed, he stumbles over 
the electric piano.

INT. GREGORY HOME - STAIRS

Cliff steps down the stairs. Leo follows behind.

LEO
Dude! I thought you wanted to do 
this. 

CLIFF
I guess not. 

LEO
You’re being a prick right now, 
man. 

Cliff looks up at Leo. Stops on the stairs. 

LEO (CONT’D)
I’m not surprised that Tori dumped 
you.

Cliff’s eyes narrow. He turns back down the stairs, reaches 
the bottom. He opens the front door. 

CLIFF
Screw you. There’s a reason no one 
likes you. 

EXT. GREGORY HOME

June is approaching the front door. She has her backpack on. 
She stops in her tracks as Cliff exits. Leo stands in the 
doorway. 

LEO
I thought you wanted this!

Cliff walks, clenched fists, toward his house next door.

JUNE
Leo...

Leo looks away from Cliff, towards her. 
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JUNE (CONT’D)
What did you do?

She walks inside and closes the door.

INT. BARNET HOME - CLIFF’S ROOM

Cliff is laying on his bed. Staring at the ceiling, flip 
phone held to his ear. There are empty spots along the wall 
from the photos and paraphernalia he removed Monday. 

He talks on the phone. Allen is on the other end.

ALLEN (o.s.)
I have the homework from math, by 
the way. Want me to swing by?

CLIFF
Yeah. You can come over and drop it 
off. It’s due Thursday, right?

ALLEN (o.s.)
Yeah. Hey - are you alright? I saw 
you leaving today --

CLIFF
Yeah, sorry. I was feeling sick, so 
I left. Feeling better, mostly.

ALLEN (o.s.)
Who were you with? That punk guy?

CLIFF
Yeah, that’s Leo. He lives next 
door. It wasn’t a big deal, he just 
gave me a ride home.

ALLEN (o.s.)
Ah, cool. Are you feeling better? 
We need you Friday, man. Defense 
won’t work without you.

CLIFF
Yeah. I’ll be at practice tomorrow. 

A knock from downstairs. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Allen, I gotta go. See you in a 
bit.

Cliff hangs up and goes to answer the door. 
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I/E. BARNET HOME

Cliff opens the door. It’s later in the afternoon. The sun is 
beginning to set. From next door, Leo’s guitar rings out. A 
faulty note blares and the music cuts out.

Outside is June. 

Cliff gives her the stink eye. 

CLIFF
What do you want?

June takes a moment.

JUNE
I’m sorry about him. He’s not the 
best with his words --

CLIFF
Yeah, I’ve known Leo for a while 
too.

JUNE
Yeah.

A beat of silence

JUNE (CONT’D)
I know it might not mean much, but 
we could really use your help.

Cliff guffaws. 

CLIFF
Why do y’all care so much about the 
Valley Rally anyway? Seems lame.

JUNE
It is, a little. Leo just... He’s 
just tired of waiting, I guess.

Cliff squints.

CLIFF
Waiting for what?

JUNE
Waiting to do what he’s made for. 
He can’t do it alone, despite 
anything he’d tell you.
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CLIFF
And what does that have to do with 
me? 

June readjusts her glasses. 

JUNE
I don’t know. Leo thinks you can do 
it. 

CLIFF
And what do you think?

JUNE
I don’t know if you’re cut for it.

CLIFF
That’s encouraging.

JUNE
But it seems like you want to.

Cliff crosses his arms.

CLIFF
What gives you that impression?

June shrugs.

JUNE
We aren’t friends anymore, but I 
know how you get when you want to 
do something. You aren’t going to 
let someone stop you. Not even Leo. 

Cliff stares. 

Sighs.

CLIFF
Alright.

June is unfazed. She turns toward her house. Looks back at 
Cliff.

JUNE
Come on. We’ve got a lot of work to 
do.
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INT. GREGORY HOME JUNE'S ROOM

June sits behind her drum set in the corner. Leo sits on the 
bed, guitar in his lap. Cliff is standing by the desk, 
watching June.

JUNE
Cliff, you come in on the third 
time I hit this --

She hits the hi-hat. 

JUNE (CONT’D)
But before I hit this

She stomps her foot and activates the bass drum.

JUNE (CONT’D)
Can you do that?

Cliff stares at her blankly. This is going over his head.

He nods. 

LEO
June, there’s no way --

June points her drumstick at Leo.

JUNE
Leo, shut up.

And he does. 

JUNE (CONT’D)
Alright, ready?

Cliff nods again. 

She begins. Leading up to the third beat, she looks at Cliff. 
Raises her eyebrows, a cue. He misses it by a beat and a 
half. Then,

CLIFF
Last--

June stops playing.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
I told you this wasn’t--

JUNE
Ok, let’s try something else.
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She gets off her stool and approaches the desk, and the 
crappy computer on top of it. It’s older than 2007, by what 
seems like a decade. 

She turns it on and types, one hand on the keyboard, the 
other holding her sticks.

LEO
June, what are you --

She’s found what she’s looking for. 

JUNE
Cliff, you play linebacker, right? 
The one in the middle?

He nods. 

On the screen, June has pulled up images of football 
formations. 

JUNE (CONT’D)
Do you have plans or strategies? In 
football?

Cliff crouches, looks at her, confused. 

CLIFF
Like... plays? Yeah, we run one 
every down.

JUNE
Right, plays.

LEO
June, seriously, where are you 
going with this --

JUNE
So you do different things on 
different plays, right?

Cliff nods, confident in his knowledge of the game.

CLIFF
Yeah, sometimes we’ll go in 
coverage, others we’ll rush the 
line. QB zones, anything, really. 
We combine them sometimes, too.

June nods. 
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JUNE
So on a play, you could be waiting 
in your position for a few seconds.

CLIFF
Yeah, a QB spy --

JUNE
And then you could charge forward 
at a certain time, right?

CLIFF
Yeah, we have a lot of plays like 
that. A delayed rush. 

June looks back at the computer. 

JUNE
That’s exactly what we’re doing 
here, really. Let’s try it. 

Cliff stands, nods. He seems more confident now. 

June looks over at Leo as she walks over to his

Leo gets his guitar ready, rolls his eyes.

June hits her drumsticks together.

JUNE (CONT’D)
1, 2, 3, 4...

Leo begins strumming, alone. The guitar is slightly muted.

Perfectly, June comes in. 

Leo hits in fully. No muted strings.

June looks up at Cliff. He nods at her. She mouths to him.

JUNE (CONT’D)
One, two, thr --

CLIFF
(ON TIME!!)

Last niiight 

June’s eyes light up. She throws a fist in the air while 
maintaining the same rhythm with the other.

Leo looks up from his intense guitar focus. 

Cliff is SINGING. 
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CLIFF (CONT’D)
She said 

Cliff grins at June. Looks over at Leo. They share a nod and 
keep going. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Oh baby I feel so down

EXT. GREGORY HOME

The music continues, fades as the sun lowers. Twilight. 

INT. GREGORY HOME JUNE'S ROOM

They’ve stopped practicing. June is studying some science 
textbook on the bed, while Blink-182 plays through the 
computer speakers. 

Leo and Cliff are hunched over the computer. 

LEO
And Tom DeLonge --

CLIFF
Who is that again?

LEO
He’s the guy singing. The frontman. 
He jumps all the way off stage! 
Every show! Look.

They watch a clip on Youtube. 

CLIFF
Woah.

Leo smiles.

LEO
THAT is what frontmen do. That’s 
what you’re gonna do. 

CLIFF
I wanna do that.

LEO
Hell yeah. But Tom can only do that 
because he and Hoppus practice so 
much and have it PERFECT. We gotta 
practice, like, a ton before the 
Valley Rally on Friday.
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Cliff is staring at the videos of Tom DeLonge crowdsurfing.

LEO (CONT’D)
It’s a real shame they broke up.

This gets Cliff’s attention.

CLIFF
What?!

JUNE
Hey Cliff. There’s somebody at your 
door.

Through the window, Allen is at the door to Cliff’s house. He 
looks around. Then sets some papers under the doormat. 
Cliff’s homework from ditching class.

LEO
That Allen guy? Lame.

CLIFF
Nah, Allen is cool.

Leo shrugs. 

LEO
Seems like a square. You gonna tell 
him you’re not going to practice or 
are you just gonna no-show?

Cliff looks at him like he hasn’t even thought about it.

CLIFF
What do you mean?

LEO
We’re going to have to practice all 
week man. Keep up. 

CLIFF
But... I have... football?

LEO 
I thought you were through with 
that. 

Cliff considers it. 

CLIFF
Well I don’t WANT to go...

LEO
Then don’t.
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JUNE
Leo, it’s probably not that simple.

CLIFF
But I already told Allen --

JUNE
Cliff.

Cliff looks at her.

JUNE (CONT’D)
What do you want to do?

LEO
June, don’t --

JUNE
Leo, this is in my leadership 
class. Goal visualization. 

CLIFF
I want to ... I want to sing. With 
you guys.

JUNE
And what’s stopping you?

Cliff takes a moment to think about it.

CLIFF
Well. I can still play. And I’m 
pretty good at football.

JUNE
Okay. So what if you couldn’t play?

CLIFF
What do you... mean?

LEO
This isn’t taking us anywhere --

CLIFF
Wait. 

They look at him.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
I have an idea.

CUT TO:
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EXT. BARNET HOME - BACKYARD

Cliff looks nervous. Sweating. Clenching his fists. 

Leo stands in front of him, a baseball bat in hand. Holds it 
like a kid who never played sports. 

LEO
You ready?

June stands off to the side.

CLIFF
Umm. On second thought, this might 
be a bad idea.

LEO
Every great idea seemed like a bad 
one when first spoken. C’mon.

Cliff nods.

CLIFF
Do it.

LEO
Aye aye captain.

Cliff CLOSES HIS EYES

Leo SWINGS THE BAT

AND MISSES, dragging the bat into the grass.

A beat.

Cliff opens one eye. 

CLIFF
... Leo?

JUNE
You missed.

Leo is shocked.

LEO
I --

JUNE
Give it to me.

June grabs the bat. In one clean motion, she draws it back 
with one hand.
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CLIFF
Wait!

AND SHE SWINGS THE BAT RIGHT INTO CLIFF’S ANKLE.

Cliff FALLS OVER.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
AHHHHH!

Cliff WRITHES on the ground, screaming.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Damnit June! Holy shit! 
AHHHHHHH!

LEO
That’s the scream! 

June shrugs.

END ACT 2

INT. BARNET HOME LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Tuesday night. Cliff sits on the couch, his foot wrapped up 
and elevated by a small mound of pillows. 

Across from him, in the recliner, is MITCH BARNET (40s), 
Cliff’s dad. A little overweight. You can tell he works with 
his hands from his rough demeanor and the grease stains on 
his mechanic shirt after a long day. On his hat is a ‘B&B 
TOWING’ logo. 

The pair sit and watch football replays on the TV positioned 
in the corner of the room. Mitch uses the remote to switch 
between different ESPN broadcasts. He wears a bulky State 
ring. He doesn’t wear a wedding ring.

Mitch turns down the volume. 

MITCH
How does your leg feel? 

CLIFF
A bit better, I guess.

MITCH
Painkillers kicking in?

CLIFF
Mmhmm.

Mitch nods. 
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MITCH
Good to know the cheaper kind works 
just as good. God knows your mother 
wasn’t gonna help buy ‘em, and we 
just put out for Harrison’s 
tuition. 

Cliff shrugs. 

A phone rings. Mitch opens his flip phone from his pocket. 

MITCH (CONT’D)
Hey. Yeah. Sure, I’ll be there 
soon.

He hangs up.

MITCH (CONT’D)
I gotta go get a tow. I’m on for 
the rest of the night, too. You 
gonna be alright alone? 

Cliff nods.

CLIFF
Yeah, I’ll get a ride back home 
tomorrow. Allen or somebody.

Mitch gets up to leave. 

MITCH
Ok. Make sure you keep it propped 
up. 

And he leaves. 

Cliff sits and stares at the TV. Football. He reaches for the 
remote. He can’t quite get to it on the chair where Mitch 
left it. Reaches again. Too far. A final reach.

Cliff falls out the bed. His leg is caught in the couch. He 
groans. Lifts his leg out of the couch, so we can see the 
bandages covering it. He drags himself closer to the chair 
and finds the remote. 

Cliff crawls back onto the couch and repositions his leg in 
the pillows. 

Finally, he switches through the channels. He lands on MTV. 
‘THE BIG TEN’ is playing - a highlight reel of the best rock 
music videos of the day. His eyes widen.

Spiky, jet black hair. Guitar riffs. Strange, metaphoric 
imagery. MTV has it all. 
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Cliff watches. And watches. And watches. The sun begin to 
rise through the window.

THE NEXT MORNING

Cliff sits in a trance, still watching ‘THE BIG TEN’ hours 
later. 

A knock at the door. Cliff is shocked out of his trance. 

Allen enters, carrying his backpack.

Cliff quickly changes the channel back to ESPN. He turns down 
the volume.

CLIFF
(drowsy)

Oh, hey Allen. 

Allen extends his hand. Cliff slaps it. Allen grins as he 
puts his backpack down on the chair.

ALLEN
Dude. Holy smokes. What happened? 
Your dad said to come check on you.

CLIFF
Ha. That’s a funny story. I... I 
uh, fell. Down the stairs.

A beat. Allen stares at Cliff.

ALLEN
And...?

Cliff diverts.

CLIFF
Yeah, I just fell and heard 
something pop. It hurt like hell. I 
had to get my neighbors to drive me 
to the hospital. 

ALLEN
Wait -- which stairs did you fall 
down? Your house is only one story. 

Cliff’s face says it all. CAUGHT.

CLIFF
They - they uh --

He takes a large gulp of the water bottle on the folding 
table tray. 
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CLIFF (CONT’D)
Sorry. These painkillers make me 
really thirsty. I fell down the 
stairs on our porch. 

Allen nods. He’ll accept this. He sighs.

ALLEN
Dang, man. Well, I hope you get 
better soon. It’ll be a bummer 
seeing you sit on the sidelines. 

CLIFF
(disingenuous)

Yeah...

The phone rings. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Can you get that? Put it on 
speakerphone.

Allen does. He sets the phone on the table.

DOCTOR (o.s.)
Cliff Barnet?

CLIFF
That’s me. 

DOCTOR (o.s.)
This is Doctor Martin from Scottish 
Rite. 

CLIFF
What’s up?

DOCTOR (o.s.)
We got your x-rays back. It’s not 
as bad as we thought. We’ll keep 
you on the painkillers for 3 days. 
You should be able to walk without 
assistance in 3 weeks and then 
return to physical activity a week 
after that.

Cliff’s eyes widen in surprise. So do Allen’s. 

CLIFF
That soon? 

DOCTOR (o.s.)
Yeah, it really wasn’t that bad of 
an injury. 

(MORE)
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We’ll discharge you this afternoon. 
Hopefully see you out on the 
football field soon. Get your own 
ring. Class of ‘92, myself. Go 
Bobcats! 

The doctor laughs on the phone. Cliff laughs along awkwardly.

CLIFF
Thanks Dr. Martin. 

He hangs up.

ALLEN
Cliff, that’s great! You’re only 
going to miss a few games!

Cliff laughs awkwardly. 

CLIFF
Yeah!

Allen lifts his backpack over his shoulder. 

ALLEN
Well I gotta get to class. 

CLIFF
Bye Allen. 

Allen walks out the door. He turns back to Cliff before he 
leaves.

ALLEN
Dude, everyone is gonna be psyched 
when they hear how soon you’ll be 
back! We were all freaked out!

CLIFF
I’m excited too.

Cliff laughs nervously. He takes a few painkillers as Allen 
leaves the room.

He turns the channel back to MTV. Turns up the volume as 
music videos flash by. Slowly, Cliff falls asleep. 

LATER

Flashes in and out of conversation. 

JUNE
First order of business - waking 
him UP!

DOCTOR (o.s.) (CONT'D)
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Everything shakes. Cliff opens his eyes - and sees June 
standing over him. Leo is above the couch, shaking Cliff like 
a madman. 

LEO
Good morning sunshine.

Cliff looks outside. It’s afternoon.

JUNE
Or, 4 in the afternoon. You’re 
gonna ruin your sleep cycle.

CLIFF
(mumbly)

Did you guys... skip school?

JUNE
No. I didn’t let him. 

Leo walks to the other side of the room. Looks at the TV. 

LEO
Wow. You been watching these 
‘reality shows’ all day?

He puts air quotes around ‘reality shows’ for emphasis.

Cliff looks up and notices that MTV Cribz is live.

CLIFF
No, they were playing music videos. 
I watched them all night. 

Leo laughs.

LEO
Now that’s commitment. Forget about 
all... 

He points to the gurney, and Cliff’s leg. 

LEO (CONT’D)
This. That’s a lot of music videos. 
Probably all sucked too. 

Cliff shrugs. 

JUNE
Anyways, next on the agenda -- what 
we’re playing Friday.

Leo goes into action mode.
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LEO
Alright, so we’ve already got ‘Last 
Nite’ down -

JUNE
Sort of.

LEO
We’ll practice more. We’ve got the 
basics down. We need another song. 
Preferably not The Strokes.

Cliff groans.

CLIFF
I don’t know any other songs.

June opens up her backpack.

LEO
And that’s why we printed this off.

June pulls out a sheet of paper. It’s a lyrics sheet for Sum 
41’s ‘FAT LIP’. She hands it to Cliff. He reads it over.

LEO (CONT’D)
This is gonna work great with your 
voice. We just need to make sure 
you get the lyrics down. 

Cliff keeps reading. 

CLIFF
I can... try?

JUNE
I’ll get you the mp3. 

LEO
June, what’s next? 

JUNE
Band name.

LEO
Cliff. Any ideas?

Cliff is still reading over the lyrics. 

CLIFF
Me? No. What do you guys usually 
call yourselves?
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JUNE
June.

LEO
Leo.

A beat.

CLIFF
I mean, when you play. 

JUNE
We don’t.

LEO
In front of people, at least.

CLIFF
WHAT?

JUNE 
This isn’t just your first time. 

LEO
That’s why we need you, man. I 
thought I mentioned that.

CLIFF
(shock turning to anger)

No, I guess you forgot! I am not 
good enough for this. We are not 
going to be good enough to go on in 
front of the whole school -- 

Leo’s eyes light up. 

LEO
That’s it.

Cliff and June turn to face him. 

CLIFF
What?

LEO
That’s our band name. ‘Not Good 
Enough.’

CLIFF
That is NOT a band name. 

LEO
And how would you know?
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A beat. Fair point.

LEO (CONT’D)
Besides, think about how hilarious 
that would be. June is up there - 
‘We are... NOT GOOD ENOUGH! 1, 2, 
3, 4!’

He impersonates June’s voice while hitting his fists together 
over his head, like a drummer counting off.

CLIFF
There’s no way --

JUNE
I like it. 

LEO
What’s next on the Not Good Enough 
band meeting agenda?

CLIFF
That is not the name.

JUNE
Stage clothes. Other bands are 
dying their hair. Ralph’s band, The 
Old Westerns --

CLIFF
That’s a much better name than ‘Not 
Good Enough’ --

June glares at Cliff after he’s done interrupting. He quiets 
down.

JUNE
They’ve all dyed their hair. 

Leo rubs his chin, like he’s thinking deeply.

LEO
Should we?

CLIFF
I’m down.

JUNE
Seriously? 

CLIFF
Yeah. I saw it on MTV. Everybody 
does that. And if the other bands 
are doing it --
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LEO
That’s what I like to hear. 

June pulls out a box of hair dye. Bright red. 

LEO (CONT’D)
We figured since they went black, 
we’re gonna go a step further. 
School colors, you know? Then go 
for a ride in the punk skunk --

JUNE
Just for reference, that’s our CAR. 
Only he calls it that.

Cliff grins. Takes another dose of painkillers. 

I/E. THE PUNK SKUNK - 

This is the Punk Skunk, June and Leo’s car. It’s a shoddily 
painted white station wagon. Black stripes line the side. 

Punk music on the radio. Windows down. 

June and Leo in the front. June has a red streak in her dark 
hair. Leo has red tips. 

In the backseat, Cliff’s hair is completely dyed. Blood red. 
He looks like a science project gone wrong. He’s SHOCKED as 
he looks at himself in June’s small makeup mirror.

CLIFF
Good lord...

He flips it with his hands.

He has a pair of crutches crossed over his body as his leg 
rests on the seats.

June drives as Leo looks back at Cliff. 

LEO
(yelling over the radio)

We need to get you some threads!

CLIFF
What?

Leo turns back to the front, turns the radio down a few 
notches. Faces Cliff again.
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LEO
The letter jacket look isn’t going 
to cut it.

CLIFF
I have other clothes -

JUNE
Cliff, I mean this in the nicest 
way possible. 

Cliff turns to her.

JUNE (CONT’D)
Your style closely resembles a prep 
party mixed with a train wreck.

A beat.

CLIFF
Geez, tell me what you really 
think.

The car slows down. They’re pulling up to Cliff’s house. 

EXT. BARNET HOME

A beat up Camry sits in the driveway. Cliff doesn’t notice 
it.

JUNE
We’ll find something.

LEO
That’s right. Cliff, you just focus 
on the lyrics. 

Cliff gets out of the car. It takes him a while. He maintains 
balance on the crutches. 

CLIFF
Sounds good. 

LEO
We gotta go pick up some groceries. 
Mom’s not gonna be home until late 
tonight. See you, man. 

The car pulls forward. 

CLIFF
Hey! How does my hair look? Is it 
good?
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He flips his hair to the side. There are red stains on his 
scalp.

LEO
Not good enough.

June and Leo’s car pulls away. 

Cliff laughs and hobbles on his crutches. He notices the 
Camry in the driveway.

CLIFF
No way...

Cliff hobbles inside with urgency. He fumbles with his keys 
as he unlocks and opens the front door.

INT. BARNET HOME

The sound of the skillet echoes from inside the kitchen, 
around the kitchen from the front door.

CLIFF
Harrison!

Cliff hobbles forward, lyric sheet in hand. 

HARRISON
Cliff! I heard you hurt your leg -- 
and what happened in this sink? 
It’s all... red.

Cliff hobbles forward. HARRISON (19) is at the sink, chopping 
vegetables. He’s shorter than Cliff, but muscular. He’s 
wearing a Texas Tech Football t-shirt.

Harrison picks up a strainer full of carrots that he’s 
rinsing and rotates to place them on the countertop.

He sees Cliff, hobbling on crutches. Red hair.

HARRISON DROPS THE STRAINER.

HARRISON (CONT’D)
What the hell are you doing?

Carrots roll across the floor.

END ACT 3
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INT. BARNET HOME

A tense stare down. Harrison and Cliff. Cliff shifts on his 
crutches and looks away. 

HARRISON
Dad told me that you fell and hurt 
your leg but this...

Cliff doesn’t respond.

HARRISON (CONT’D)
What the hell is going on? 

Cliff takes a deep breath.

CLIFF
I can’t play anymore.

HARRISON
What?

Cliff looks up to meet Harrison’s stare.

CLIFF
Football. I’m not playing anymore. 

HARRISON
What?

CLIFF
I can’t. Won’t.

HARRISON
Are you insane?

Cliff stares back now. 

HARRISON (CONT’D)
This is what we DO. What we’re good 
at.

CLIFF
I’m good at other things.

Harrison guffaws.

HARRISON
Like what?

CLIFF
I’m in a band. 
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Harrison busts out laughing. He walks back into the kitchen. 
Cliff follows him, hobbling on crutches.

HARRISON
That’s rich. 

CLIFF
I’m serious. I’m not going to play 
again. 

Harrison turns around. He gets right up in Cliff’s face. 

HARRISON
Let me ask you something. Do you 
think college is free? You and I 
both know dad can’t pay for it.

Cliff is taller than him, but Harrison holds all the power.

HARRISON (CONT’D)
You are NOT quitting football. 

He grabs his duffel bag off the counter top. The sink is 
still running.

HARRISON (CONT’D)
I can’t believe I drove home for 
this shit.

CLIFF
I --

HARRISON
You have to play. I have to play. 
That’s the only ticket we have out 
of this shithole.

Harrison walks towards the door.

HARRISON (CONT’D)
And Cliff.

 Cliff turns on his crutches as Harrison leaves.

HARRISON (CONT’D)
Cut your goddamn hair. 

Harrison slams the door shut behind him. Cliff stares at the 
door. 
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INT. THRIFT STORE

June and Leo search through the racks. Leo finds some camo 
fatigues. He pulls them out and holds them to show June.

JUNE
Those aren’t going to be big 
enough.

He puts them back. Shuffles across the rack. Finds what he’s 
looking for. He pulls it out.

It’s a gigantic red jumpsuit. It has racing stripes down the 
side. 

Leo holds it up and grins. 

JUNE (CONT’D)
Who even used that? Like, who look 
at this and thought, ‘Yes’. Looks 
like something out of anime.

LEO
It’s perfect. He’ll hate it.

Leo’s grin widens.

LEO (CONT’D)
Let’s buy it. 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL -HALLWAYS

THURSDAY

Cliff hobbles through the hallway. Heads turn. He’s wearing a 
hat. He looks around self-consciously. Football players stare 
at him as he makes his way down the hall. They have the dinky 
patches from Home Ec class sewn on their letter jackets.

Cliff walks to the locker room. Enters the Coach’s office. 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - COACH OFFICE

Coach Clark sits across the desk from Cliff.

COACH
Cliff take that goddamn hat off. 
Don’t bring that disrespect into my 
office. 

Cliff looks to the side. Sighs.
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He removes the hat.

His head IS SHAVED. Poorly. It has strange patches on the 
scalp, and remnants of the red dye are stained on his 
forehead and neck.

COACH (CONT’D)
Shit Barnet. You like a goddamn 
space monkey who got into the 
koolaid.

A beat. 

CLIFF
What does that mean?

COACH 
Christ. If that’s what it takes for 
you to get pumped for the game, 
then more power to you. 

CLIFF
I didn’t --

COACH
Barnet, what the hell did you do to 
your leg?

CLIFF
It was an accident --

COACH
Bradshaw told me you’ll be back in 
3 weeks. Can we make it any 
shorter?

Cliff shifts in his seat. 

COACH (CONT’D)
Nothing you can do about that. Get 
rest. I expect to see you leading 
from the sidelines Friday. 

CLIFF
I’ll be there.

He sighs. Coach stares at him to finish the sentence.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Sir.
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COACH
We need you, son. Don’t forget 
that. You’ve already put us in a 
hell of a position for the 
beginning of the season. 

Cliff struggles to rise out of the chair. He hobbles towards 
the exit. 

COACH (CONT’D)
See you on the sidelines Barnet. 
We’re counting on you.

Cliff turns back and hobbles out the door. 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - HALLWAYS

Cliff hobbles through the hallways towards his class. He 
nears the math classroom and Leo approaches him. 

LEO
Cliff! Hey!

Cliff hobbles faster. Leo pulls the jumpsuit out of his 
backpack.

LEO (CONT’D)
Check this!

Cliff opens the door to the classroom and hobbles inside. He 
doesn’t look back. 

END ACT 4

INT. BARNET HOME - CLIFF'S ROOM

FRIDAY

Next door, music is blaring. The guitar parts to LAST NITE 
and FAT LIP. A few drum beats. Cliff lays on his bed and 
stares at his phone. He has multiple unread text messages. A 
few voicemails. All from Leo. He listens to the most recent 
voicemail.

LEO
(through phone message)

Dude. What the hell. Where are you? 
Stop trying to avoid us. You’re 
being a real --
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Cliff flips the phone closed and tosses it on the bed. Looks 
up at the ceiling fan. 

Cliff looks to his side. On the floor, below the bed, sits 
the lyrics sheet to FAT LIP. Crumpled up.

Cliff picks up the lyrics and unfolds them. Glances at them. 

A car horn honks outside. Allen’s truck is visible through 
the window.

Cliff crumples the lyrics again. Stuffs them in his pocket. 

He rolls off the bed, hobbles down the stairs. Cliff puts on 
his letterman jacket and opens the door. He hobbles outside 
to Allen’s car.

EXT. FOOTBALL FIELD

Tons of people are in the stands. Cheerleaders stand with a 
banner in front of the tunnel. 

ANNOUNCER
And now, your VALLEY HIGH 
BOBCAAAAATS

The Bobcats burst out of the locker room tunnel. Hooting and 
hollering. The players, led by Allen, run across the field.

Cliff hobbles out on crutches behind the rest of the team. He 
is passed up by the middle schooler pushing the water 
buffalo. This is BUFFALO KID. 

Cliff makes his way to the outskirts of the huge huddle. The 
whole team is present, with Coach and Allen at the center. 
Allen leads the team chants, which are barely understandable.

ALLEN
Hit ‘em high, Hit ‘em high!

TEAM
Him ‘em really really high!

ALLEN
Hit ‘em low, hit ‘em low!

TEAM
Hit ‘em really really low!

ALLEN
Bobcats never die!
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TEAM
YEAH!

Cliff leans on his crutches as the huddle breaks. He 
noticeably didn’t participate. The team walks over to the 
sideline. Cliff hobbles behind them with the help of his 
crutches.

In the stands, June is playing drums in formation with the 
rest of the band. She’s the drum leader, as marked by the 
patch on her shoulder. Her red streak is visible under her 
marching band hat. 

She notices Cliff walking towards the sidelines. She stops 
playing. 

DENISE
June!

June pulls out her cell phone. She addresses a text to Leo. 

“HE’S AT THE GAME”.

LATER.

Near the end of the first quarter. Bobcats are down by 14 
points already. 

Cliff looks up at the scoreboard and sighs. Coach glares at 
him from further up on the sideline. Cliff hobbles away. 

The water buffalo kid approaches him. 

BUFFALO KID
Can you help me with this?

He’s pulling the water buffalo. They’re near the railing 
distinguishing the field from the stands. The kid is holding 
the hose, separated from the buffalo. 

Cliff grabs it from him and goes to work fastening the hose 
to the buffalo. 

Above him, in the stands, is Leo. Leo climbs over the railing 
-- and then JUMPS onto Cliff’s back!

BUFFALO KID (CONT’D)
Holy crap!

Cliff and Leo fall over. 

CLIFF
What are you --
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Leo gets on top of Cliff and PUNCHES HIM IN THE FACE.

LEO
You asshole!

At this point, people are starting to notice the fight. It’s 
more interesting than the beatdown on the field. 

In the stands, June and Denise are playing the drums. June’s 
drumming trails off. 

DENISE
Is that... Leo?

June lifts her drum above her shoulders and sets it down. 

JUNE
Denise, I have to handle a 
situation. 

June runs down the stairs. 

On the field, Leo grips Cliff’s letter jacket collar. He 
punches him again. Cliff recoils only a little. He’s mostly 
just shocked, not in pain. 

CLIFF
What are you doing?

LEO
Are you in or are you out?

Leo punches at him again. This time, Cliff grabs his wrist 
mid punch. 

Leo throws his other fist. Cliff barely dodges it.

CLIFF
What the hell is wrong with you?

LEO
What are you gonna do? Us or them? 
You asshole!

JUNE
Cliff!

June yells from the partition between field and stands. 

JUNE (CONT’D)
Come with us!

Leo lands a punch on Cliff’s chest. Cliff doesn’t flinch. Leo 
shakes his hand in the air like he’s the one who got hit. 
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Cliff shoves Leo away, and tries to adjust himself before Leo 
comes back for another round.

More and more people are watching the fight. The entire 
sideline has turned to watch Cliff and Leo brawl. 

ANNOUNCER
It looks like there’s a fight 
breaking out on the sideline -- is 
that the injured Cliff Barnet?

On the field, Allen awaits the snap. He reacts to the news by 
turning to the sideline -- and MISSING THE FOOTBALL sailing 
over his head. 

ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
And there’s a fumble on the field!

The crowd in once again engaged in the action on the field. 

LEO
Come with us. 

Cliff looks to his right. The football team is being 
decimated without him. 

He looks to his left. June is by the railing.

JUNE
Cliff! Have you been convinced yet? 

Cliff turns to Leo, above him. Leo holds a fist in the air. 
They stare at each other

JUNE (CONT’D)
We have to practice!

Cliff sighs. 

CLIFF
Help me up.

Leo does. He grabs his crutch. Cliff swings it at him and 
hits him in the back. Leo buckles over. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Now we’re even. Let’s get the hell 
out of here.

Leo grins. He looks up to June. Gives her a thumbs up. 

LEO
June! It worked!
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Cliff and Leo walk together. Coach Clark approaches. 

COACH
Cliff what in the hell are you 
doing --

LEO
We’re going to go make history, 
asshole. 

CLIFF
Sorry coach.

Coach is taken aback. They walk right past him.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - CAFETERIA

The cafeteria is in a frenzy as band dweebs and punks alike 
are setting up for the Valley Rally. For an event that’s been 
so hyped up -- it looks pretty lame. But that’s just because 
the lights are on. Right?

Cliff hobbles as June and Leo lead the way. June looks 
comfortable in the setting.

CLIFF
This is such a bad idea.

JUNE
You’ll be fine.

CLIFF
We haven’t even practiced -

JUNE
“We”

Leo turns to face Cliff.

LEO
And who’s fault is that?

This gets Cliff to shut up. He grabs the lyrics from his 
pocket and stares at them.

JUNE
Do you know the words?

CLIFF
Working on it.
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Not Good Enough is backstage now. Leo’s guitar and June’s 
drum set sit in the corner. The red jumpsuit lays on top of 
the bass drum. Cliff notices it.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
What’s this?

Leo picks it up and throws it on Cliff. It lands on his face. 

LEO
Put it on.

Cliff takes a deep whiff.

CLIFF
This is rank. No way.

Beat. Leo stares at Cliff.

LEO
Put it on.

And Cliff does. Or begins to. It’s challenging with his 
busted leg. He places his letter jacket on the ground.

JUNE
Alright, we’re starting with ‘Fat 
Lip’. Then ‘Last Nite’? 

Leo nods. He picks up his guitar and fingers the strings in 
quick succession. 

Another band begins playing on the stage. 

BAND MEMBER
We are Taco Force! 1,2,3,4!

Mediocre live music streams through the cafeteria. The gang 
sits behind the curtains. They have to elevate their voices 
to hear each other over the other band. 

JUNE
We’re up next. 

Cliff looks up from his task at hand.

CLIFF
Are you serious?!

June looks at her watch.

JUNE
Yep. Maybe five minutes. 
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Cliff hobbles over to the curtain. He peeks outside -- and 
sees a HUGE MASS OF PEOPLE.

He turns back towards June and Leo. 

CLIFF
Uh, how many people usually come to 
these things?

June shrugs. Leo is having a small panic attack. June stands 
up and walks over to the curtain. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Is he...

JUNE
He’s nervous too. You’re not alone. 

Beat.

CLIFF
That’s a relief.

JUNE
But YOU should be way more nervous.

Cliff scowls. June takes a look out the curtain. 

JUNE (CONT’D)
Your fans are here.

Cliff looks out. THE ENTIRE FOOTBALL TEAM IS WALKING IN. 

CLIFF
What? Nobody comes to this!

JUNE
Maybe they’re here for the snacks.

She gestures towards the snack table in the back.

JUNE (CONT’D)
(sarcastic)

Or to support their linebacker 
after their big loss.

He takes another look A face in the crowd - it’s Tori, from 
the pictures. Cliff backs away from the curtain. 

CLIFF
Oh my god. Oh. My. God. 

JUNE
Cliff - 
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CLIFF
Tori is here. She’s here. 

JUNE
You’re gonna be fine.

CLIFF
I haven’t talked to her since -- 
and now this?

Leo echoes her, empty.

LEO
Gonna be fine, my man.

He lets out a nervous laugh. He doesn’t look up from his 
guitar. 

JUNE
What’s worse, that you go up and 
surprise her? Or are you going to 
let her stop you?

CLIFF
I can’t do this.

JUNE
Cliff, you’re gonna be fine. You 
just have to hit your gaps. Like we 
talked about. They’ll like you. 

CLIFF
I just walked out on the game! 
Everyone will hate me! The team -- 
they’re all my friends --

JUNE
The ones that DON’T think you 
betrayed them will love you. 

Cliff gulps. Looks down at his feet. 

JUNE (CONT’D)
Cliff. Hit your gaps. Know the 
words. Just like football.

LEO
Just like football.

CLIFF
I’m gonna --
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Before he can finish his words, Cliff VOMITs into a nearby 
trashcan. He stumbles on his way there. Some vomit splatters 
on his red jumpsuit. 

In the background, the other band has stopped playing. Weak 
applause. 

June and Leo stand up. June goes to work setting up the 
drums. Leo leans down to Cliff.

LEO
(suddenly revitalized)

Showtime, baby. 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - CAFETERIA STAGE

CLIFF
We are... Not Good Enough.

Cliff is unenthusiastic. Or maybe just nervous. He leans on 
the mic stand as a crutch. His boot is covered by the 
jumpsuit. 

In the crowd, no one is stirred, besides the few football 
players who decide to boo.

KYLE
Boo!

EDDIE
Asshole!

Cliff is shocked by this response. Before he can say anything 
into the mic, Leo begins the intro riff to ‘FAT LIP’. He hits 
it perfectly. 

June comes in right on time with the drums. It’s going well. 

And then it’s Cliff’s turn to enter the fray. 

CLIFF
(punk ‘singing’)

Strolling to the party like my name 
is El Nino

He hits the first line perfectly. A spark lights on his face. 

And then he forgets the next one.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Well I’m hanging out... *mumble*

He trails off.
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Leo looks up from his guitar. A look of alarm flashes across 
June’s face.

Cliff and Leo make eye contact. Cliff’s eyes are wide. 

The whole verse goes by. Cliff has stopped singing at this 
point. 

He tries to get back in the song at the prechorus. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Well I know I’m not the one you 
thought you knew back in high 
school...

He hits it slightly off beat. Cliff is thrown. He misses the 
next line. One more try. Through all this, June and Leo are 
hitting the notes on time. Cliff remains offbeat.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Attention that we crave, don’t tell 
me to behave, I’m sick of hearing 
act your age

The chorus hits before he’s done. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
I don’t want to waste your time...

Trails off again. Cliff has realized he’s totally off. He 
looks at June. She shrugs. Shifts to Leo. He glares. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
(breaking punk voice)

I’m sorry.

He hobbles off stage favoring his good foot. 

June and Leo look at each other. Crap. They keep playing. 

Leo walks over to offstage. He keeps playing perfectly. Cliff 
stands with his hands on his knees, facing away from the 
stage.

LEO
(yelling over their own 
music)

GET BACK UP HERE

Leo nods his head in the direction of the stage.

Cliff turns.
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CLIFF
FORGOT THE WORDS

Leo glares at him. 

LEO
WE NEED YOU

Cliff looks down at his feet. 

LEO (CONT’D)
ARE YOU DONE?

Cliff looks up at Leo.

LEO (CONT’D)
OR ARE YOU GONNA DO IT?

Cliff takes a deep breath. Stands up to his full height. 

CLIFF
LET’S GO

The song is coming to an end. 

LEO
WHAT CAN YOU DO?

Cliff takes a step forward. Looks Leo in the eyes

CLIFF
I’LL DO ANYTHING. 

Cliff hops the opposite direction. He grabs the letter 
jacket.

On stage, June is keeping up the pace on the drums. Their 
instrumental version of ‘FAT LIP’ winds down. 

The crowd offers a weak applause. They’re mostly confused. A 
few hecklers shout out from the back, where the football 
players are congregated in their letterjackets. 

EDDIE
Cliff sucks!

Leo approaches the mic. 

Cliff BOLTS OUT from backstage, moving faster than most 
people with one functioning leg. He hops out while throwing 
on his letter jacket. Leo moves out of the way at the last 
second.
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Cliff grabs the mic. He’s slightly more charismatic, 
confidant in a way we haven’t seen before. Maybe it’s the 
jacket. 

CLIFF
Sorry about that. 

The crowd laughs a bit at his delivery. 

Cliff looks back at June.

JUNE
We are... NOT GOOD ENOUGH!! 
1,2,3,4!

She hits her sticks over her head. Leo hits the first chords. 

Cliff bobs his head. 

June looks at Cliff. 

Leo looks at Cliff. Winks. 

Cliff grins. 

CLIFF
Last night...

He’s on time. On pitch, too. 

June eyes light up in the back.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
She said... Oh baby I feel so down.

Leo nods his head in victory. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Oh it turns me off... when I feel 
left out

Cliff looks over at Leo grooving with the music.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
So I, I turn round. Oh baby don’t 
care no more. I know this for sure

He turns towards June, spinning the mic behind him.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
I’m walking out that door.

Cliff completes the spin, faces the crowd again. A few of 
June’s band friends at the front CHEER.
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CLIFF (CONT’D)
Well I’ve been in town for just 
about fifteen minutes now, and baby 
I feel so down. And I don’t know 
why, I keep walking for miles. 

June and Leo gear up for the prechorus. Cliff glances over at 
them. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
See people they don’t understand...

The football team in the back of the cafeteria.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
No girlfriends, they won’t 
understand

A pretty brunette in the middle of the crowd. This is the 
first we see of TORI - only a flash.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Your grandsons they won’t 
understand

Not Good Enough on stage. The people in the front are raising 
their hands now.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
On top of this, I ain’t ever gonna 
understand

Sweat drips down Cliff’s face as he beats his chest. 

CLIFF (CONT’D)
Last night...

Leo takes off on a mean guitar solo. 

Cliff looks to his side to see Leo shredding. He looks back 
at June. Raises his eyebrows and tilts his head to the crowd. 
She gives him a ‘What the hell are you trying to say’ kind of 
look. 

Cliff Barnet turns towards the crowd. 

Leo’s solo revs up.

Cliff grabs the mic.

CLIFF (CONT’D)
AHHHHHHHH
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He lets out his scream. Iconic. Cliff tosses the mic onto the 
ground. 

And BELLYFLOPS INTO THE CROWD.

Amazingly, they CATCH HIM, and start SENDING HIM TOWARDS THE 
BACK OF THE CROWD. 

June almost stands up from her drum set. Leo doesn’t notice 
until Cliff is already halfway across the crowd.

Cliff floats among the crowd. 

He makes eye contact with Tori in the crowd. She’s in awe.

Floats on. Not Good Enough keeps playing. 

He sees Allen. Sad and confused.

And then, he’s held up only by football players. 

As if on cue, they DROP HIM. 

Cliff hits the floor hard.

Kyle, Eddie, and the other football players stand above him. 
Glaring down. Kyle spits on Cliff. The saliva hits his 
forehead.

EDDIE
Tool.

Cliff grins. ‘LAST NITE’ winds down. 

LEO
(O.S.)

We are Not Good Enough! Good night!

We watch Cliff as time passes around him. Football players 
begin to exit as the Not Good Enough makes their way off 
stage. The lights come up. 

Cliff hasn’t moved since his fall. He lays on the floor in 
bliss.

Leo and June walk up to Cliff. Leo has his guitar strung over 
his shoulder. June carries a bass drum under her arm and 
Cliff’s crutches. 

Leo helps Cliff up, wordless.  

LEO (CONT’D)
Make sure you know the words next 
time. 
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Beat.

They both laugh. 

June extends the crutches to Cliff. Shoots him a thumbs up 
with her hand on the bass drum.

Cliff ignores the crutches and puts his arms around the 
twins. 

They both awkwardly slide out of it. 

Cliff grabs his crutches from June. 

Not Good Enough heads for the cafeteria doors. 

TORI
Cliff!

Tori makes her way through the crowd. The whole band turns to 
face her. 

TORI (CONT’D)
I thought you guys were... really 
cool --

LEO
We have to go.

He turns Cliff back towards the exit. They all start walking 
towards the doors. Tori is taken aback.

CLIFF
(whisper)

I need to talk to her --

LEO
(loudly)

Focus on the music, man. Don’t need 
any of those she-devils.

June gives him a look.

JUNE
She-devils? 

CLIFF
But --

LEO
We have to practice for our next 
show, anyway.
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CLIFF
There’s more?

LEO
Already working on booking. You 
better pull your weight. 

ALLEN
Cliff!

Allen is walking towards Cliff from the cafeteria.

JUNE
You better deal with this. Later.

Leo and June leave. 

CLIFF
Hey man. I’m... uh. Sorry about the 
loss.

ALLEN
Dude - what is all this?

He gestures towards the jumpsuit. The stage. 

CLIFF
I guess it’s me. Or a version of 
me. 

ALLEN
So what? Does that mean you’re 
quitting the team? 

Cliff shrugs. Allen shakes his head.

ALLEN (CONT’D)
I don’t know what’s going on with 
you these days.

Allen walks out the cafeteria doors.

CLIFF
Me neither, man. 

Cliff looks back at the stage in the empty cafeteria. He 
exhales deeply.

Then, he hobbles out the doors.

END PILOT
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